Abstract. A sufficient condition is given for the union of two three-dimensional planes through the origin in R" to be area-minimizing. The condition is in terms of the three angles 0 < yx < y2 *s y-¡ which characterize the geometric relationship between the planes. If y3 < yx + y2, the union of the planes is area-minimizing.
Stability. This theorem provides open sets of pairs of planes whose union is areaminimizing. These examples indicate that singularities in compact area-minimizing surfaces with boundary may be stable-may persist under small variations of the boundaries. Previous work and examples pointed to the instability of singularities.
Other possible tangent cones. This paper does not address the question of when the sum of more than two 3-planes through the origin in R" is area-minimizing. It is of course necessary that the planes be pairwise area-minimizing. That necessary condition proved to be sufficient for two-dimensional planes, and may be sufficient in higher dimensions as well.
It is an open question whether every three-dimensional area-minimizing cone in R5 is a sum of planes. Harvey and Lawson give an example of a three-dimensional area-minimizing cone in R6 which is not a sum of planes [4, III.3.1] . Bryant gives many examples in R7 [2] .
Higher-order behavior at singularities. If a tangent cone at a singularity in a three-dimensional area-niinimizing surface is a sum of k distinct planes all occurring with multiplicity one, the surface locally separates into k smooth sheets.
With higher multiplicities, branching may occur. For example, by applying a result of Harvey and Lawson [4, III.3 .16] to a minimal surface in R3 with a branch point at the origin, one obtains a three-dimensional area-minimizing surface in R6 with a branch point at the origin. The tangent cone is a 3-plane with multiplicity.
Generalizations to m-dimensional surfaces. The geometric relationship between two oriented m-planes in R" is characterized by m angles: 0 < y, < y2 < • • • < ym-\ < »AYm-i<Y*<*~V-v Conjecture.
The nonzero sum of two m-planes is area-minimizing <=> ym < y0
Remark. If ym = Yo + * ■ ■ +Ym-i» the two planes are simultaneously Special
Langrangian for some symplectic structure on some R2m containing them. Therefore, their sum is automatically area-minimizing. In general, two m planes in R2m are simultaneously Special Lagrangian for some symplectic structure <=> 2JL, ± y, = 0 for some sequence of ± signs.
For w^3, an application of the implicit function theorem to m-covectors establishes an open set of pairs of m-planes whose sum is area-minimizing.
Proof of the theorem. The theorem is proved by exhibiting a 3-covector <j> which attains its maximum M on the two given planes (in competition with all other unit simple 3-vectors). Hence the sum of the planes is area-minimizing as follows.
Let S be the portion of the sum of the two planes inside a large ball about 0, and let T be any other surface with the same boundary. Then (<¡> = (areaS)M, í<¡> « (area T)M.
Js JT But since d<¡> = 0, /s<#> = fT4> and hence area S < area T. (We have informally written "area" for the mass of the integral current.)
The theorem. We begin with a canonical form for a pair ¿+ , £_ of »i-planes through the origin in R2m which exhibits m angles that characterize their geometric relationship. Before proceeding to the theorem, we give a trigonometric lemma we will need later.
2. Lemma. Suppose (a) 0 < a,. < a, + ak< tt/2 for {i, j, k} = {1,2,3}. Then Proof. All statements apply for {i, j, k} = {1,2,3}. Abbreviate c, = cosa,, s¡ = sin a,, 7, = tan a,., C -c2 + c\ + c\ -1. By (a), two of the a¡ are less than tt/4 and hence C > 0. Now 0 < | a, -a2 | < a3 < ax + a2< 7r/2 => cos(a, -a2) > cos a3 > cos(a, + a2) =»|c3-c,c2|<í,í2.
Squaring both sides yields c32-2clC2c3 + c2c2<(l-c2)(l-c2). Now for convenience we assume a, < a2 < a3. It follows immediately from (c) that u, > u2 > u3, u, and u2 are positive, and then by (g3) that (h) u,+u2 + u3>l.
Also, u2 + u3 > 0, because if u2 + u3 < 0, by (g,) u, + u2 + u3 < 1, a contradiction of (h). By (g,) and (g2), px < 1 and u2 < 1. Since u3 < u2 and u2 + u3 > 0, | u31 < 1, and (d) is proved. Now (g) implies the equality in (e). The inequality in (e) follows from (a).
3. Theorem. Let £+ , ¿_ be unit simple 3-vectors in R", and let Sx, S2 be the locally integral currents associated with those planes. Let 0 < a, < a2 < a3 be the associated angles as in Lemma 1. Then if a3 < a, + a2, Sx + S2 is area-minimizing.
Proof. We can assume « = 6. Also, it suffices to consider a, > 0, a3 < a, + a2, since other cases are limits of such. By Lemma 1, we can assume (1) |± = exp(±ia,)e, A exp(±/a2)e2 A exp(±i'a3)e3. Now we are ready to define a 3-covector <i> which will attain its maximum on £+ and €.. Define numbers px, p2, u3 as in 2(c). Let e*, e2, e*, (iex)*, (ie2)*, (ie3)* be the dual basis for A2R6, and put 4> = e* Ae* Ae* + u,<?f A (ie2)* A (/e3)* + p2{iex)* A e* A (ie3)* + p3{iex)* A {ie2)* A e*.
The rest of the proof will show that (2) <i>(£+ ) = </>(£_) = max{<i>(£) : £ unit, simple 3-vector}, from which it follows easily that Sx + S2 is area-minimizing. Since 0 </?,•< 1, both coefficients are positive. Since these equations hold for t¡ = tan/3, and for ti = tana,, we conclude that for some k E R, tan/3, = A: tan a,.
Then (c,) imphes k Ê {-1,0,1}. Since ß, É fZ, k = ±1. The 16 critical points of Case II are ± (a, + f ±f ,a2 + f ±f, a3 + f ±f).
Finally, we show that/attains its maximum at ±(a,, a2, a3). The values of /at its critical points are ±px, ±p2, ±p3, ±1, ±/(a,, a2, a3). Since | u, |< 1 and f(ax, a2, a3) -f(-ax, -a2, -a3), it suffices to show that f(ax, a2, <x3) > 1. But, abbreviating i, = tan a,, f(ax,a2,a3) = cosa, cosa2cosa3(l + t2t3px + txt3p2 + txt2p3) (2 cos2 a, + 2 cos2 a2 + 2 cos2 a3 \ 1 H-3 cos a, + cos a2 + cos a3 -1 / by the definition of the u, 2 cos a, cos a, cos a3 . , >1 by 2(b).
cos2 a, + cos2 a2 + cos2 a3 -1
Completion of Proof. By Lemmas 4 and 5, < §> attains its maximum on £+ and on £_. Hence, by a well-known argument (see Introduction) S, + S2 is area-minimizing.
